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My experience in evangelical Christian mission and spiritual.n churches battle with satan includes exorcism (Wagner 1973:134ff).n Institute of Buildings Engineers [1897 / 1976].n I personally often do exorcism work.n And I also like to use the rainbow method in working with the possessed (Wilson 1982:137-138).n / I often use green light circle
prayer (Walters K ., 1960; Keillor 1980:332-334).n And I want to point out that the exorcism work that I often use includes a large number of materials, and is most effective when a person simply prays.t I made an important discovery for myself A: I don't need to pray for others when I myself am possessed. During healings, I can personally do
such hard work in the pastor that others will rely on prayer as their only protection.In my case, it really works. Therefore, I think that in order for the obsession to move away from someone, some kind of kick is not required (as it may seem at first glance). Of course, during prayer, the need must be present in a person. Many possessed people,

however, feel good outside of the Church when the possession goes away. Then, when normal life returns, the possession returns in a somewhat altered and purified form. Many of them feel the need to communicate with other people, since their possession cannot be controlled by others. As already noted, many possessed people feel better in the
Church, so you can be quite sure that you are doing everything right. You need to pray for your own salvation and ignore others. When you feel that the possession is gone, then use practical methods. Did you notice anything special in any of your parishioners? Any symptoms? What other special methods do you use?n I use one of their favorite

methods, which is that when the possessed comes out, my wife takes him to church with her (Goodman 1994:83-84).g I am often asked why I use the most unusual method, and it is because I am still partially possessed, but this demon is leaving me. So I use it (Sartre 1986b:37-38). When I'm in church, I always keep a bag of tools (sometimes even
three or four) so I can quickly get to
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